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1) Short description of the action/strategy/project  
 
Energiebericht Online EBO, Online Energy Report 
 
EBO is an electronic tool to record the heat demand, electricity and water consumption (+ the costs 
of these consumptions) on a yearly level. The evaluation helps decision makers to recognize and 
optimize the energy demand of public buildings 
 

2) Content/background/targets  
 
Since 2001 the so called e5 program is run in Vorarlberg with an increasing number of participating 
municipals. The target of the program are municipals acting ecologically sensitive and against climate 
change. To raise awareness to energy demand and resource management it was necessary to 
measure the demand of public buildings and facilities. Starting with simple exel-sheeds the 
requirements were constantly increasing leading to the EBO software which is able to record the 
most important energy demands on a yearly base. 
 
In the beginning about 6 to 8 communities were using EBO. Meanwhile there are 56 user 
communities and the provinces of Tyrol and Styria have bought the EBO program. 
 

3) Detailed project/program description  
 
Main objective of EBO is the recording of energy demand in buildings and the evaluation of the 
collected dates. Therefor the calculated specific values are compared with the measured values of 
every building. Also a benchmark in the whole country or province is available. You can see which 
school buildings have the biggest heating demand and which ones are saving the energy. 
 
What long term and indirect benefits are expected from implementing this strategy/building 
project/instrument? 
Long term benefit is the energy reduction of public building, indirect benefit is the increasing 
consciousness for decision makers. 
 
Who (what structure / organization) is implementing the strategy/building project/instrument?  
The programming was done by an external expert in the name of e5 and Energy Institute. Program 
manager is Michael Schnetzer (EIV) who is optimizing and expanding the tool.  
 
What is/are the target group(s) the action/strategy/project is directed towards?  



Target groups are towns and communities (in the e5 program or without) and in detail decision 
makers like local councils and mayors, but also facility managers. 
 
What is currently the geographical level of implementation of the action/strategy/project? 
Regional level plus the province of Tyrol and Styria 
 
Since when has the strategy/building project/instrument been implemented? Until when will it be 
running?  
Since 2004/05, ongoing 
 
How is the strategy/building project/instrument implemented? Through what steps / methods? 
It was easily implemented cause of intense contacts between EIV and the local e5 teams, the 
involved decision makers and the municipal employees. 
 
Does the strategy/building project/instrument offer any service packages or tools? If so, please 
describe. 
EBO is an online tool with two adaptions (a facility management tool and an evaluation of climate 
dates.) Additional a yearly exchange of experiences is offered. 
 
Please describe who the strategy/building project/instrument has been organized. (e.g. Who has 
been involved in developing the strategy/building project/instrument and in implementing the 
strategy/building project/instrument?) 
Energy Institute, external experts, municipal employees and the programmer. 
 
Have you encountered difficulties in involving actors/stakeholders? 
There were no difficulties, probably because of the big request. 

4) Funding/financing/costs  
 
Free of charge for e5 members, start and yearly payment for non e5 municipals, province license 
15.000 €, www.energieinstitut.at/?sID=3002 
 
 
How is the strategy/building project/instrument financed? Who is involved (public, private bodies, 
users, etc.)? 
Every community is paying an activating fee depending on its size (714 to 1.529 €) and a yearly fee 
(357 to 510€) 
 
Is the strategy/building project/instrument financially self-sustainable (returns on investments, etc.)? 
If so, how? Calculation method? 
EBO is self-sustainable 
 
What are the human resources dedicated to this strategy/building project/instrument? 
About 100 hours programming and about 150 hours of administration per year. 
 

5) Main results  
 
Quantified results 
About 1000 buildings are constantly evaluated in the EBO tool. 56 communities in Vorarlberg, 19 
communities in Tyrol and 7 communities in Styria are taking part. 
 
Which indicators were used?  
Heating demand and hot water per m²/a 
Energie- und Wasserwerte pro m²/a (EBF) mit Ziel- und Grenzwerten (ermittels aus dem unteren und 
oberen Quartil der eingegebenen Gebäude) 
 



6) Analysis – lessons learnt and success factors  
 
Has the strategy/building project/instrument been evaluated? What are the main results (avoided 
cost, pollution or GHG emissions avoided, creation of jobs, etc.)? 
No evaluation, but thoroughly positive user feedback 
 
Have the targets been met or are they in the process of being met? 
The target of getting all e5 municipalities on board was met; in fact, even non-e5 municipalities 
wanted the EBO (Online Energy Report) – 80% of Vorarlberg’s inhabitants currently live in a 
municipality that uses the EBO 
 
What difficulties have you encountered? And how were these overcome? 
In some cases the costs for the EBO had to be explained to the municipalities 
 
What are the drivers and success factors that can facilitate the implementation of the action 
strategy/project/instrument?  
Word of mouth, good user feedback, funding from the provincial government, politicians committed 
to the cause 
 
Should another local government be interested in “importing” this initiative, what would be your 
recommendations? What would be key requirements to maximize chances of success? 
Licences to be sold at federal province level – by EIV equivalent companies 
 
What makes this strategy/building project/instrument innovative? In which way(s)? 
Unbeatable value for money! The users themselves are putting forward proposals for improvements 
aimed at users – very few report programmes (only controlling and accounting) – a very large 
number of participants, raising the benchmark quality 
 
What makes this strategy/building project/instrument transferable? In which way(s)? 
Based on identically used heating degree days and the German language, the programme is easily 
adaptable, at least in Austria. Further boosted by a simple programme structure 
 
What is the main strength / quality of this initiative? 
Benchmarking with other identical building types, concomitant exchange of experience process, 
showcasing of results 
 

7) Time frame 
 
Ongoing instrument (Start 2004/5) 
 

8) Contact project owner 
 
Organisation: Energieinstitut Vorarlberg 
Name contact person: Michael Schnetzer 
Address: Stadtstrasse  
Phone:  +43 699 131 202 78 
Email: Michael.schnetzer@nergieinstitut.at 
Web site: www.energieinstitut.at/Ebo   
 

 


